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PAPER
Degree Heterogeneity in a Graph Facilitates Quicker Meeting of
RandomWalkers
Yusuke SAKUMOTO†a) and Hiroyuki OHSAKI†b),Members
SUMMARY Multiple random walks is a model for movement of sev-
eral independent random walkers on a graph, and it is applied to various
graph algorithms because of some advantages such as ease of analysis and
light weight of processing. In order to design an efficient graph algorithm
using multiple random walks, it is essential to study theoretical considera-
tions for deeply understanding the characteristics of graph algorithms. The
first meeting time is one of the important metrics for the multiple random
walks. The first meeting time is defined by the time it takes for multiple
random walkers to meet on a same node. The first meeting time is closely
related to the rendezvous problem, which is are a fundamental problem in
the field of computer science. In various works, the First meeting time of
multiple random walk has been analyzed. However, many of these previ-
ous works focus on regular graphs. In this paper, we analyze first meeting
time of multiple random walks in arbitrary graph, and clarify the effect of
graph structures on its expected value. First, we derive the spectral for-
mula for the expected first meeting time of two random walkers using the
spectral graph theory that is used to analyze the charactristics of graphs.
Then, the principal component of the expected first meeeting time are ex-
amined using the derived spectral formula. The resulting principal compo-
nent reveals that (a) the expected first meeting time is almostly dominated
by n/(1 + d2std/d
2
avg) and (b) the expected first meeting time is inde-
pendent of the beginning nodes of multiple random walks where n is the
number of nodes. davg and dstd are the mean and standard deviation of
the weighted degree of each node, respectively. n and davg, and dstd are
related to the statistics of graph structures. According to the analysis re-
sult, the variance of coefficient for weighted degrees, dstd/davg (degree
heterogeneity), facilitates quicker the meeting of random wakers.
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1. Introduction
Multiple random walks is a model for movement of several
independent random walkers on a graph, and it is applied to
various graph algorithms because of some advantages such
as ease of analysis and light weight of processing. In order
to design an efficient graph algorithm using multiple ran-
dom walks, it is essential to study theoretical considerations
for deeply understanding the characteristics of graph algo-
rithms, including (a) a search algorithm for finding a partic-
ular node on the graph [1, 2], (b) an algorithm for spreading
information across networks by exchanging information be-
tween nodes [3], (c) a rendezvous algorithm for encounter-
ing a plurality of agent at the same node [4].
Theare are some important metrics (e.g., first hitting
time, recurrent time, cover time, re-encountering time, and
first meeting time) for the multiple random walks. The first
hitting time is the time it takes for any random walker to
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arrive at a given node, and is important to measure the per-
formance of the search algorithm. The recurrent time is the
time required to return any one of random walkers to the
starting node, and so it is the particular case of the first hit-
ting time. The cover time is the time it takes for any random
walker to reach all nodes, and corresponds to the maximum
value of first hitting times. The cover time strongly affects
the information dissemination speed in the graph. In ad-
dition, the re-encountering time and the first meeting time
are the times it takes for multiple random walkers to meet
on a same node. The re-encountering time considers a ran-
dom walkers starting from the same node, but the first meet-
ing time considers random walkers starting from a different
node. In particular, first meeting time is closely related to the
rendezvous problem, which is are a fundamental problem in
the field of computer science. The rendezvous problem ap-
pears common to various engineering problems (e.g., self-
stabilizing token management system problem [5, 6] and k-
server problem [7]). In order to construct efficient algo-
rithms for solving the rendezvous problem, the character-
istics of first meeting time should be clarified.
The First meeting time of multiple random walk has
been analyzed in [8–12]. However, many of these previous
works focus on regular graphs. In [12], George et al provide
a pioneering work for multiple random walks, and derive
a closed-form formula for calculating the expected value of
the first meeting time in arbitrary graph. However, the effect
of graph structures on the expected first meeting time has not
been clarified. In order to design effective algorithms using
multiple random walks for realistic graphs (e.g., social net-
works and communication networks), it is desirable to un-
derstand the effect of graph structures on the expected first
meeting time. Since it is difficult to numerically clarify the
effect using closed-form formula derived in [12], the effect
should be examined using the analysis of multiple random
walks.
In this paper, we analyze first meeting time of multiple
random walks in arbitrary graph, and clarify the effect of
graph structures on its expected value. First, we derive the
spectral formula for the expected first meeting time of two
random walkers using the spectral graph theory that is used
to analyze the charactristics of graphs. Then, the principal
component of the expected first meeeting time are examined
using the derived spectral formula. The resulting principal
component reveals that (a) the expected first meeting time
is almostly dominated by n/(1 + d2std/d
2
avg) and (b) the ex-
pected first meeting time is independent of the beginning
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nodes of multiple random walks where n is the number of
nodes. davg and dstd are the mean and standard deviation
of the weighted degree of each node, respectively. n and
davg, and dstd are related to the statistics of graph structures.
In addition, we conform the validity of the analysis results
through numerical examples.
The contributions in this paper are as follow:
• to extend the analysis of a single random walk using
the spectral graph theory to multiple random walks,
• to derive the spectral formula for the expected first
meeting time,
• to clarify the principal component of the expected first
meeting time,
• to confirm the varidity of the derived spectral formula
and the principal component for networks with various
scales and several structures, and
• to clarify the effect of graph structures on the expected
first meeting time.
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